
Cradle of humankind series: 

Prof Soodyall engages with the Future Professors Programme group

She spoke about the role Jenkins played as a mentor in her own growth as a scientist and how she ended up

conducting research towards a PhD under his supervision using mitochondrial DNA to examine the genetic affinities of

southern African populations, and then a postdoc with Prof Mark Stoneking at Penn State University (USA), a leading
figure in the field of molecular evolutionary genetics. The narrative of her academic and scientific journey sparked

many questions from the audience during the discussion session. Himla used the opportunity to inspire and motivate the

scholars in the programme to overcome their fears and perceived weaknesses to achieve their goals. of all she advised

the group to enjoy what they did and to make see it seen like work.

In closing, Himla offered to speak to the group about the specifics of her genomic research, and the way her research

intersected with other topics like ethics, community engagement of science, policy development and science for

society.

ASSAf is committed to the advancement of scholarship support, and more so when it

involves engagement and activities with young researchers. When Prof Himla Soodyall

(ASSAf EO) was invited by Prof Catherine Burns (Wits) to participate in the future
professors group Friday seminar series, at the time centred around origins and the
cradle of humankind, Himla jumped at the opportunity to engage with this group on 26

August 2021.

Prof Amanda Esterhuysen (ASSAf Member, and Director of the Origins Centre at Wits),

who was supposed to join the discussion, unfortunately had to cancel due to another

pressing appointment, but prepared a short video introducing Himla and the

placement of her research within the framework of the series.

Himla shared some of her experiences that led her to study towards a Masters degree

in Biotechnology at Wits in 1986, which equipped her with the skills to use some of the

new tools in the field of molecular biology, and the circumstances that led her to join

Prof Trefor Jenkins’s Department of Human Genetics in 1987.


